
Go through your fridge and pantry and see what can be refilled at your local wholefoods store. In Castlemaine we are very lucky to have 
a lot of opportunities to buy food without packaging. Green Goes the Grocer, the Food Garden, Wesley Hill Market, the Farmers Market 
and more outlets provide food and other supplies in bulk – so you can bring your own containers to the shop and fill them up. Have a 
wander around these stores and see what you might be able to do differently.

When it comes to products traditionally purchased in plastic bottles, you can fill up your own containers with oils, washing up liquid, 
laundry detergent, liquid soap, sauces, vinegar to name a few. Look at your next grocery shop and think about which items could be 
purchased waste free. Collect jars and glass bottles to store your products in. Make your own products. If there’s no alternative, choose 
goods in glass bottles over plastic where possible.
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PLASTICS BY NUMBER
Most people would agree it’s hard to avoid plastic bottles in today’s society. 
We traditionally think of water when we hear about single use plastic bottles 
but once you look around your home, pantry and in shops, it soon becomes 
clear, these ubiquitous receptacles are everywhere. Milk, tomato sauce, 
shampoo & conditioner, cleaning products, oil... the list seems endless. Once 
considered a miracle of modern manufacturing, they have taken little more 
than a generation to become the most pervasive form of litter and a scourge 
on land and sea. 

As they seem to be here to stay for the foreseeable future, where we can’t 
avoid them we can make better choices. Most containers can be recycled 
and turned into something useful, the trick is to choose the containers that can 
be easily recycled and leave the others on the shelf. Here’s our guide to help.

That little triangle with a number inside stamped on the plastic 
container is called a Plastic Identification Code (PIC). These codes 
identifies the type of plastic, not whether it can be recycled. 
Unsurprisingly people often confuse the PIC for the recycling 
symbol because of their similarities (3 chasing arrows or Mobius 
Loop). The PIC is quite small, usually stamped on the underside of 
the bottle and will contain one of 7 numbers (1-7). This indicates 
the type of plastic. Currently 1, 2 & 5 are the most easily recyclable 
so if there are options to choose those over the others, it’s a great 
opportunity to ensure your plastic is not going to landfill.

Find out more about our shire’s recycling at: www.mountalexander.vic.gov.au/Recycling_and_waste_guide
This page is made possible by a generous donation to MASG from a private donor.

•	 Ensure the plastic bottle is empty, and crush the bottle if possible. 
The lid may then be screwed lightly back onto the bottle and placed 
in the recycling bin

•	 Most plastic lids and neck rings are not the same type of plastic 
as the container but they can be separated in many processing 
facilities.

•	 Plastic lids on their own are too small for current recycling 
technology to sort so do not place them loose in the recycling bin.

ARE BIODEGRADABLE PRODUCE BAGS BETTER?
We touched on the topic in Greenwashing Plastics in our June 
recycling guide and here we dive into the specifics of produce bags. 

It doesn’t seem so long ago that paper bags were a common sight 
at the greengrocer. As people started buying more fresh produce at 
supermarkets and greengrocers became less commonplace, plastic 
bags on a roll became the norm. The single-use plastic bag ban has 
not yet extended to produce bags but many shops are providing 
“green” biodegradable bags for fruit and vegetables. Are they a 
better option?

Short answer, not really. While admittedly they are better than 
plastic bags made from fossil fuels, it would be great if these bags 
were a solution for reducing plastic pollution but they just don’t 
work effectively enough yet. In order to break down as designed, 
they must be disposed of correctly and disposing of them correctly 
is harder than you’d think. In our shire we just don’t yet have easy 
access to the type of facilities needed.

Another thing to look out for is many of these “green” bags are 
labelled bio-or plant-based meaning the bag is made (wholly or 
partly) from plant materials rather than fossil fuels, but this doesn’t 
necessarily mean it is biodegradable or compostable. The “bio” 
prefix may make you feel like it’s a green choice but many of these 
materials behave the same as traditional plastics and don’t truly 
break down. Best option is to avoid using them altogether and 
adopt these suggestions:

MAKE OR BUY YOUR OWN
It’s pretty easy to make your own 
produce bags out of all sorts of materials 
and there are a huge range of online 
tutorials to get you started. There are 
also many pre-made options on the 
market. Easy to wash and quick to dry, 
these are a great choice.

GO NUDE
Fruit and vegetables are washable and 
often come in their own compostable 
wrapping designed by nature.

USE PAPER 
Go back to basics and use paper bags. Most shops will have them 
available for mushrooms and these make great produce bags. 
Remember these are still single use and still have an environmental 
impact so save these for when you’ve forgotten your reusables.

MYTHBUSTING

We really want to hear from you!  What is 
your best zero waste tip?  What do you want 
us to fact check for you about recycling?  
What do you wish you understood better 
about recycling processes? What good news 
story do you know about in our shire? 
Contact us at info@masg.org.au
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